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We are answering one of the most exciting open questions in physics and
cosmology, that is the question why we seem to experience four-dimensional
space-time with three ordinary and one time dimension. We know for more
than 70 years that (elementary) particles have spin degrees of freedom, we also
know that they have besides spin also charge degrees of freedom, both degrees
of freedom in addition to the position and momentum degrees of freedom. We
may call these \internal degrees of freedom " the "internal space" and we can
think of all the dierent particles, like quarks and leptons, as being dierent
internal states of the same particle.
The question then naturally arises: Is the choice of the Minkowski metric
and the four-dimensional space-time influenced by the "internal space"?
Making assumptions (such as the particles being in rst approximation
massless) about the equations of motion, we argue for restrictions on the
number of space and time dimensions. (Actually the Standard model [1]
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predicts and experiments conrm that elementary particles are massless until
the interactions switch on masses.)
Accepting our explanation of the space time signature would be a point




There are of course many experiences and even deeply built in prejudices in our language
and way of thinking that are so strongly connected with that we have just one time dimension
that they could be used as arguments for that. E.g. that the ordering \before" and \after"
makes sense presupposes that there is just one time dimension.
But even if we carry a lot of concepts and prejudices and experiences in us which contain
the information that there is one time and three space dimensions in the world, they do not
necessarily constitute the genuine explanation of why we were placed into just such a world
in the rst place. It is the main point of the present work to discuss a more microphysical
explanation for features of the numbers of space and time dimensions by associating these
numbers with properties of the equations - \equations of motion" - obeyed by the elds of
the elementary particles, especially involving what we can call the "internal space".
Theories of strings and membranes [2] and Kaluza-Klein-like theories [3] (as well as the
approach by one of us [4{6], which unies spins and charges in the space of anticommuting
coordinates and predicts the connection between the space-time dimension and the internal
degrees of freedom) predict more than four-dimensional space-time at rst. If this is true,
how and when our Universe has in her evolution made a choice of the Minkowski metric
and when and in which way has she "decided" to ("mostly") manifest in four-dimensional
space-time out of d-dimensional one, which could be any or even innite?
In this paper we are answering the question of how the internal space leads to restrictions
on the choice of the metric in any d-dimensional space, assuming the Hermiticity of the
equations of motion operator, its linearity in the d-momentum pa and the irreducibility of
the Lorentz group representation in the internal space. All these assumptions seem very
mild:
In usual quantum mechanics Hermiticity of the Hamiltonian and thereby of the equations
of motion operator guarantees a real value for the energy, unitarity in the time-development
of a system and the conservation of the probability.
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It has been proven [7] that in even-dimensional spaces all massless particles, if respecting
the Poincare symmetry, obey equations of motion linear in the pa-momentum. Outhors of
ref. [8] let us know that they came, starting from the conformal symmetry, to the same
conclusion for any dimension.
The requirement that solutions of the equations of motion operator should be a linear
superposition of as small number of basic states of the Lorentz group as possible, leads to
a choice of operators which the operator of equations of motion should commute with. We
make a choice of the operator of handedness, which is the Casimir of the Lorentz group
in any dimensional space. Massless particles, obeying the equations of motion, are in any
dimensional space either left or right handed. (Since coecients are complex numbers,
we shall call these representations complex representations.) Handedness seems to play an
essential role in Nature. Namely, one of the assumptions of the Standard model, dictated
by experiments, is that only massless fermions of left handedness do carry a weak charge,
while right handed fermions are weak chargeless. Because of this property fermions stay
almost massless in comparison with the Planck scale, receiving according to the Standard
model masses by interacting with the Higgs eld of the order of only the weak scale. This
is known as the mass protection mechanism.
In this paper we call attention to a fascinating property that the mass protection mech-
anism only occurs in even-dimensional spaces. In odd-dimensional spaces, namely, solutions
of equations of motion span the same space for massless particles as for massive particles
and accordingly no mass protection mechanism can occur: all spinors could accordingly get
large masses - say the Planck mass - without needing interaction with say the Higgs and
could be invisible at \low" - experimentally accessible - energy.
In this paper we shall pay attention besides on momentum degrees of freedom on spin
degrees of freedom and, for sake of simplicity and transparency of presentation of our proofs
and consequences of the proof, we shall treat only spinors. For a general case of any spin
the reader should see the ref. [9]. We would like to point out, however, that using the
Bargmann-Wigner prescription [10] any spin state can be constructed out of spinor states
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and accordingly all the requirements about the signature of the metric, presented for spinors,
should be in agreement with the requirements of all other spin particles.
II. EQUATIONS OF MOTION
Massless spinors, if preserving the Poincare symmetry, obey equations of motion, which
are linear in the momentum d-vector as proven in refs. [7{9]. We shall use rather generalized
equations of motion of the type
(fa(Scd) pa)j >= 0; (1)
with a = 0; 1; 2; 3; 5;    ; d (physicists like to use index zero for the time coordinate and
to compensate this choice by jumping over the fourth index), where fa is for each a any
function of the generators of the Lorentz transformations Sab in the internal space of spin
degrees of freedom.
The total generators of the Lorentz transformations would read Mab = Lab + Sab, with
Lab = xapb − xbpa, which is the generator of the Lorentz transformations in ordinary space.
In order that the equations of motion operator be linear in pa, fa can depend only on Sab,
that is on "internal space". Both Lab and Sab, as well as their sum, fulll the Lorentz algebra:
[Mab;M cd]− = −i(acM bd + bdMac − adM bc − bcMad); where ab = diagf00; 11;    ; ddg
is a (not yet specied) metric tensor with (aa)2 = 1; for each a. (In four-dimensional space
the two well known linear equations of motion in the momentum for free elds are the Dirac
(or equivalently the Weyl) equation for spin 1
2
fermions and the Maxwell equations for gauge
Yang-Mills of spin 1 elds.)
Since we treat in this paper only spinors, the generators Sab, which for spinors fulll
also the equation fSab; Sacg+ = 12aabc, can be expressed in terms of the operators γa; a =
0; 1; 2; 3; 5;    ; d; (operating again in "internal space") fullling the Cliord algebra









fγaγb − abg: (3)
The generalized linear equations can then be written in the form
D(γb) γapa = 0: (4)
Let us remind the reader that the Dirac equation for massless spinors is usually written in
the form γapa = 0: The Hermiticity condition reads
γay(D(γb))y = D(γb)γa; (5)
since the operator pa is a Hermitean one, if the usual inner product in ordinary space is
assumed. The requirement of Hermiticity without allowing for an extra internal space matrix
D(γb) would be too strong requirement. Performing Hermitean conjugation of Eq.(2) and
requiring that the inner product of a ket γaj > and a bra (γaj >)y has to have the same
value as <  j > which leads to the unitarity condition γayγa = I, for any a, we nd
γay = aaγa (6)
and accordingly Saby = aabbSab. According to Eqs.(6,5) the Hermiticity condition for the
equations of motion operator reads
(D(γb))y = γaD(γb)γa; for each a: (7)
We dene, according to refs. [5,7], the operator Γ, which in even-dimensional spaces deter-
mines the handedness of states for any spin. We shall express in this paper the operator
of handedness in terms of γa’s, since we treat only spinors (Γ is for d = 4 and for spinors











2 ; for d even
(i)
d−1
2 ; for d odd
(8)
We choose the phase in a way that the operator Γ is Hermitean and its square is the unit
operator
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Γ+ = Γ; Γ2 = I: (9)




0; for + sign and d even
0; for − sign and d odd
(10)
and that Γ is a Casimir of the Lorentz group, i.e. fΓ; Sabg− = 0:
III. REDUCIBILITY OF REPRESENTATIONS
Eqs.(4) and (7) concern the linearity and Hermiticity requirements for the operator of
equations of motion. It is only the reducibility, which has, according to our assumptions,
not yet been taken into account. We accordingly require, that the operator of equations of
motion and the operator of handedness commute
fΓ;Dγapag− = fΓ;D γag− = 0: (11)
The last equation has to be fullled for each a. If we multiply this equation from the left by
Γ and take into account properties of Γ (Γ+ = Γ and Γ2 = I, Eq.(9)), it follows, if taking
into account also Eq.(10), which says, that in even-dimensional spaces Γ anticommutes with
γa’s, while in odd-dimensional spaces they commute,
Dγa + Γ−1DΓγa = 0; for d even;
Dγa −Dγa = 0; for d odd: (12)
We conclude that in odd-dimensional spaces the reducibility requirement brings no lim-
itation what so ever on the signature of the metric. We nd that Γ−1DΓ =
(γd)−1(γd−1)−1    (γ0)−1Dγ0    γd−1γd. Using (7) and its Hermitean conjugate (D =
γaDyγa) we nd by repetition that Γ−1D Γ = D ∏a aa. In order to fulll Eq.(12)




In even-dimensional spaces the requirement is severe: Solutions of equations of motion
can only have well defined handedness in spaces of odd-time and odd-space signatures. In a
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four-dimensional space it means that only one time and three space signature is possible (or
opposite, which is not important, since the overall sign is not important).
In four dimensions our result, q being odd, means that we must have either 3 time
dimensions and one space dimension or as we know we have the opposite.
IV. MASSLESS AND MASSIVE SOLUTIONS AND THE MASS PROTECTION
MECHANISM
We shall prove that the so called mass protection mechanism occurs only in even-
dimensional spaces. To prove that we look at the properties w.r.t. irreducibility of an
equation of motion operator with a mass term as follows
(γapa −m)j >= 0: (13)
This is the well-known Dirac equation - if we want the operator in it to be Hermitean, we
multiply it by an appropriate matrix D as above - imagined to be written now in any di-
mension d. Also for the mass-protection discussion we cannot of course keep the assumption
of linearity since the mass term is obviously not linear in momentum. But we do insist on
the irreducibility assumption. Let us check whether the irreducibility requirement is at all
possible with the mass term added. We use that irreducible representations are obtained
for the Dirac equation by projection with the matrices 1
2
(1Γ) where Γ is given by (8). i.e.
we restrict the state space of the Dirac equation to those states that obey
(γapa −m)1
2
(1− Γ)j >= 0; (14)
Γj >= j > say, so that j >= 1
2
(1− Γ)j >.
To have the projected Dirac equation irreducible we must require that the equation
D(γapa −m)1
2
(1− Γ)j >= 0 (15)
maps into the same subspace to which 1
2
(1−Γ)j > belongs. The requirement of these oper-
ators mapping into the space projected on by 1
2
(1−Γ) can be expressed by the requirement
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that projection by the projection operator 1
2
(1 + Γ) on the orthogonal space shall give zero
whatever the state j >. We accordingly require
1
2
(1 + Γ)D(γapa −m)1
2
(1− Γ) = 0 (16)
for all values of pa, on the operator level (which means that Eq.(16) is not the equation of
motion here) which leads to
[Γ; Dm] = 0 and [Γ; Dγa] = 0: (17)
Combining this with (10) we see that it is impossible in even dimensions d. In even dimen-
sions the requirement of irreducibility prevents the mass term since the only way out is to
take the mass m = 0. In odd dimensional case any mass is allowed even after Γ-projection.
This prevention of mass - in even d - is what is called mass protection, in the sense that if a
theory is arranged so that its symmetries ( charges etc.) enforce only the Γ-projected state
space to be used then that theory can explain why the particles in question are massless.
In the Standard model [1] the Weinberg-Salam-Higgs eld at the end gives most fermions a
\little" mass by breaking the gauge symmetries that caused the mass protection.
In odd dimensions d, however, it is not possible to mass protect, because the non-zero
mass is allowed even when the Γ-projection is performed. Taking the point of view that all
parameters, say the mass, not forbidden are present with a scale of size given by order of
magnitude of a fundamental scale assumed to be very big - say the Planck scale - compared
to in practice accessible energies per particle, we conclude that in odd dimensions all spin
one half particles will get for practical purposes so big masses that they eectively can not
be observed. So odd dimensions deviate from even by ones having typically all the masses of
the fundamental scale, while in even there is the possibility of mass protection mechanisms.
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V. STABILITY OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION LEADING TO
DIMENSIONS BEING AT MOST 4
We shall add to our assumptions about the equations of motion operator in sections (III)
and (II) the requirement that the equations of motion should be stable in the sense that
if we even not caring for Lorentz invariance add a small extra term still obeying the other
assumptions, this term would in reality not disturb the equations of motion in the following
sense: We could transform it away by shifting the coordinatization of the momentum pa
and changing the metric tensor ab into a new set of values. This argumentation is really a
rewriting of the old argument of \Random Dynamics " of one of us [11,12].
Let us in fact imagine that the equations of motion (4) with the abstract notation
fa = Dγa are modied slightly from fapaj >= 0 into
(fa + f 0a)paj >= 0: (18)
Can we then pretend that this new equation is indeed just of the same form as before, but
with slightly changed notation for the way one expands the momentum on basis vectors and
the metric tensor gab known from general relativity? That is to say can we with a changed
basis for the d-momentum pa write the modied equations in a slightly more general form
gabfapbj >= 0 ? (19)
By counting degrees of freedom we see that this could only be the case for a general mod-
ication term f 0apa provided we have at most 4 dimensions, i.e. it is at least needed that
d  4.
This counting goes as follows: The number of degrees of freedom of the extra term
f 0apa is that of d matrices with number of columns and rows equal to the dimension of the
irreducible representation of the \Weyl", which is 2d/2−1 for an even dimension d and 2(d−1)/2
for an odd dimension d. Altogether this means that the number of real parameters in the
modication is d  2d−2 for even and d  2d−1 for odd d. These modication parameters
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should be compensated by d(d + 1)=2 parameters in the metric tensor gab (or ab) and
d(d− 1)=2 parameters associated with making a Lorentz transformation of the basis for the
d-momentum pa. We need accordingly the inequality
d(d+ 1)=2 + d(d− 1)=2  d  2d−2 (20)
for even d, and
d(d+ 1)=2 + d(d− 1)=2  d  2d−1 (21)
in the odd d cases. These equations reduce to respectively d  2d−2 and d  2d−1 for
respectively even and odd d. Thus we must for even d have d  4, while for an odd d only
d = 1 satises the inequality.
Accordingly, this stability requirement can only work for d = 1; 2 and 4 dimensions.
VI. CONCLUSION
Rather mild assumptions about the properties of the operator of equations of motion
for spinors lead to various predictions concerning the space time dimensions. The ve
assumptions which we used were:





We proved that if using assumptions 1), 2) and 3) in even-dimensional spaces only odd-
time and odd-space dimensions are possible, while in odd-dimensional spaces all signatures
are possible. But, while in even-dimensional spaces limitation on only one irreducible repre-
sentation, for example on the left handed, enables fermions to stay massless, this is not true
for odd-dimensional spaces, since solutions for a massless and a massive case span the same
space. So using assumption 4) we exclude an odd number of space plus time dimensions.
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Using assumption 1), 2), 3) and 5) we concluded that the total dimension should be 1; 2;
or 4.
Taking into account assumtion 4) we exclude d = 1 and using the odd time and odd space
dimensions we get nally from all our ve assumptions only the time space dimensions 1+1;
or 1 + 3 ( or opposite). So it was close to explaining the experimental numbers 1 + 3.
Further studies along these lines might be to treat also dierent kinds of representations,
like Majoranas (The paper by the two authors of this paper, entitled "The internal space is
making the choice of the signature of space-time", which studies also Majoranas, is almost
prepared for publication), which are representations with real coecients (i.e. using the
eld of real numbers). It turns, however, out that also these kinds of representations have
no mass protection mechanism and are accordingly invisible at low energies.
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